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Vale Park Preschool provides an inclusive early childhood program for 88, 3, 4 and 5 year old children. The
children are engaged in play based experiences which extend their understanding of themselves and the world.
Approximately 87, 3 and 4 year olds are currently attending transition sessions to support their transition in to the
Preschool in 2017.
Throughout 2016, the educators and children participated in inquiry projects based around the children’s interests. These
projects have strengthened children’s dispositions and habits for learning, built on current understandings and skills and
deeply engaged children in literacy, numeracy and STEM learning through authentic experiences. The children and
educators continue to develop the skills and knowledge to use technology as a tool to extend and communicate learning.
2016 inquiry projects
• Inquiry project ‘Belonging at Preschool’;
• Inquiry project ‘What is an artist?’ This project involved an excursion to the Art Gallery of SA;
• Inquiry project ‘How do we care for our body?’ This project involved a ‘Burn Safe’ incursion and the staging of the Vale
Park Preschool Olympics which was a community event;
• Inquiry project ‘How do we communicate?;
During the year the children engaged in small group STEM projects such as:
• Investigating, designing and creating a Scarecrow which was entered into the Royal Adelaide Show and won second
prize;
• Creating and communicating stories using iMotion animation, Bee Bots, videos, play scripts and book making;
• Designing and creating objects both individually and as a group using a variety of media including a canvas for the
bathroom, kites, tea pots, a tree, houses, animals, peg dolls and frog pond;
• Exploring the features of Ozobots and Bee Bots and investigating how we communicate with them and how they
communicate with us through lines and coding;
• Engaging with our natural world through the exploration and investigation of small creatures and plants in our
environment. This learning also involved the use of the digital microscope, magnifying glasses, iPads,
binoculars and information charts.
• Regular transition visits to Vale Park Primary School including gardening with Nic the school gardener;
• Educators were also involved in the SPLASH inquiry project where they developed their skills, understanding and
practices to create a rich literacy environment.

It’s been a great year at Vale Park Preschool. A successful transition process and comprehensive communication tools
ensured the children got off to a great start!
Fundraising activities initiated by the Governing Council included two Bunnings BBQs and the sale of Tea Towels printed
with the children’s artwork. Thank you to all families and local businesses who donated their time, goods and services to
support these fundraisers.
Tidying Tasks undertaken at the end of each term as well as a Working Bee held in Term 4 kept the Preschool looking
great – thanks to all those parents and staff that assisted. The mud kitchen was an exciting addition and plans are
underway to install Solar Power at the Preschool, add additional storage in the shed and build a Frog Pond.
A major event during the year was the very successful VPPS Olympics. Other highlights included the excursion to the Art
Gallery, Burn Safe education and I’m sure everyone is looking forward to the End of Year Celebration which will include a
Bubble Show. Thank you to the staff and parent volunteers for their efforts and time to enable these events to happen.
Curriculum topics covered included Belonging, What is an Artist? How do we care for our body and How do we
Communicate? - all of which I am sure triggered many interesting and amusing conversations at home. The commitment
to Continuous Improvement at VPPS is to be commended and is illustrated in the way input and feedback from the whole
preschool community is actively sought and considered.
Thank you to my fellow Governing Council members for volunteering their time and who I am sure will want to join me in
congratulating Director Sharron and the rest of the staff at VPPS for their passion and dedication to the education and
development of the children.
It has been a privilege to be involved with VPPS and to see the children thrive.

Throughout 2016, the educators and children have participated in inquiry projects based around the children’s interests.
These projects have strengthened children’s dispositions and habits for learning, built on current understandings and skills
and deeply engaged children in literacy, numeracy and STEM learning through authentic experiences. The children and
educators continue to develop the skills and knowledge to use technology as a tool to extend and communicate learning.
Quality Area 1
Our goal was to develop systems and structures to ensure deeper and more informative observation and documentation of
children’s learning and development. We wanted to create a richer and more engaging learning environment where
educators and children engaged in authentic inquiry projects that strengthened the dispositions and habits for learning.
One strategy involved the Inquiry (SPLASH): How does our environment engage and develop strong foundations in
emergent literacy and oral language? (To develop a learning environment that enhances oral language development and
emergent literacies for all children and increased skills, knowledge and abilities of educators).
Through this inquiry we:
• Used the ‘Interaction, Communication and Literacy Skills ' audit as a tool to guide the project and in particular educator
practice;
• Identified vocabulary, phonological awareness and questioning as areas for development;
• Used the ‘Yakka Tracker (Early Years Communication Audit Tool)’ to place all children in oral language proficiency
groups and those children identified as being ‘early or unsure communicators’ were provided with extra support for
vocabulary and concept development which resulted in children’s increased verbal communication of learning;
• The Speech Pathologist modeled how to teach literacy concepts through play experiences, provided
opportunities to ask questions about specific practices and provided resources which resulted in specific and meaningful
learning and increased educator confidence;
• The newsletter provided suggestions on how families could support their child’s literacy learning at home;
• Educators documented children’s literacy learning and shared it with families each term. Families were encouraged to
plan for their child’s learning with educators.
STEM Inquiry: How do we foster and make visible learning through STEM?
• Educators developed a system to track and monitor children’s learning and engagement which ensured all children’s
voices were heard, their learning documented and reflected on;
• Educator’s completed a STEM and the EYLF Reflection Tool (Likert scale) which was analysed individually and then as
a team. This data was used for reflection and areas for improvement were identified;
• Educators wanted to increase their reflection with children about what and how they learn and to encourage children to
make their ideas and theories visible to others;
• Educators were observed and videoed. This documentation was analysed by third parties using the
Respect, Reflect, Relate document (Active Learning Environment Scales) to improve educator practice. Subsequently an
area for further development was identified.
We started the Inquiry—How do we use a range of developmentally appropriate strategies/scaffolds to facilitate
construction of deeper meaning e.g. questions, prompts, conformation, affirmation, feedback, expansion, reflection, joint
problem solving, modeling, mediation and deconstruction?
• There has been an increased use of technology as a tool to enrich and make the learning visible and we will continue
this inquiry next year building on our existing practices.

Enrollments have been consistent throughout the year.
If a child left we were able to replace them from our Register of Interest.
Vale Park Preschool continues to experience a situation where potential enrollments significantly exceed capacity.

Attendance has been regular and above the state for each term of the year.
Attendances were down during term 3 due to illness and families holidaying internationally. We are seeing reoccurring
instances of international family holidays taking place at the end of term 3 and during term 4 at varying times each year.

Children attending Vale park Preschool continue to attend a variety of schools.
Vale Park Primary School continues to be our major feeder school with the number of children choosing to attend the
school increasing steadily.

51 families responded to The Parent Opinion Survey this year and generally their feedback was very positive. The
feedback showed that more than 50% of families strongly agreed with the comments. 88% of families strongly agreed with
the comment ‘My child’s teachers make learning interesting and enjoyable’. 83% of families strongly agreed with the
comments ‘I am comfortable about approaching my child’s teachers to talk about his/her progress' and ‘The staff always
listens to what I have to say about my child’s development and needs.’
Many families provided very positive comments about the preschool. I have included a few:
• I appreciate how much of the learning is child-guided inquiry. It seems projects are based on children's interests and am
happy the teachers are so supportive in exploring the children's interests;
• Communication is great. The teachers/staff are always happy to talk/discuss my child when I'm concerned. They are
always happy to communicate with my child, support, encourage and comfort;
• Very friendly and community/family vibe. Doesn't take long to know all the children and their families and I like how all the
children discuss and celebrate events from all different cultures. Highly recommended preschool!
• VPPS is a wonderful preschool with enthusiastic and engaging teachers and educators;
• I am planning to send my two future preschoolers to this school and I recommend this preschool to others, based on not
only the management, educators and programs but facilities, policies and particular culture of the school being inclusive
and welcoming;
• The staff have been professional educators while providing personal and kind relationships with our child. We have been
very confident our child is in an excellent preschool.

During 2016 all educators at preschool held a current Relevant History Screening or Teachers Registration clearance.
Some Governing Council members also held a current Relevant History Screening.
All Governing Council members attended RAN training.
Our regular Bookkeeper/accountant has Relevant History Screening.
The University practicum students also had Relevant History Screening.
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Educators participated in the SPLASH program which involved increasing educator capacity in
providing a rich emergent literacy environment. Educators used audit tools to reflect on their
teaching, to plan for learning and to guide professional learning.
For example educators used the ‘Yakka Tracker (Early Years Communication Audit Tool)’ to place all
children in oral language proficiency groups and the children who were identified as being ‘early or
unsure communicators’ were provided with extra support for vocabulary and concept development.

Children increased their understanding of
concepts and their ability to describe their
learning (vocabulary).
Educators increased their confidence,
understanding and ability.

6 children received additional support through the Preschool Support Program.
The children involved received support to develop their communication, social, motor and cognitive
skills and knowledge. They participated in specific individual, paired and small group projects
focused on their goals.

Children increased their ability and
confidence to engage in conversations, to
interact with their peers and developed
their vocabulary and understanding of
concepts.

41 children from cultural backgrounds other than Australian attended the Preschool and 29 of these
children received support through the Bilingual Support Program. The children spoke a variety of
languages. They were grouped according to language, interests and ability and there was a specific
focus on increasing their understanding, vocabulary, concept development and social skills. The
children also engaged in projects that occurred over a period of weeks.

Children developed their understanding,
concepts and vocabulary. Their
interactions, sentence length and
confidence also developed.

